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A top-down approach from engineering requirements of an automotive component to
development or selection of composite materials could increase the possibility of
commercialization thanks to clearer and easier performance and cost targeting than bottomup approach. In this aspect, automotive components suppliers can be more beneficial than
dedicated materials suppliers in the development of composite materials for their own target
components. In Korea, some suppliers of automotive composite components try to internalize
and customize their polymer matrix composites (PMCs) and manufacturing processes in
order to optimize weight, performance and cost competitiveness.
In many cases, the competiveness of polymer matrix composites based components can be
obtained from enhanced functional integrity (via high design freedom) and manufacturing
complexity reduction by combining different reinforcing fiber lengths. Depending on the
engineering requirements of a component, one can mix among no fibers, short fibers, long
fiber and continuous fibers for component manufacturing processes such as injection and
compression molding.
In order to have performance enhancement, long fiber thermoplastics and continuous fiber
thermoplastics should be added in the material portfolio in addition to conventional
compounds (no-fiber and short-fiber ones). On the other hand, in order to reduce parts
number reduction, and thus cost reduction, design freedom using the conventional
compounds should be also considered.
In this article, in terms of materials, long fiber thermoplastics by direct compounding (LFT-D)
and continuous fiber thermoplastics (UD Prepreg) will be addressed in terms of technologies
applied in the development. Also, in terms of components development, mix use of different
fiber lengths (including no-fibers and short fibers) in the injection or compression molding
process will be overviewed and explained with various case studies. Also, technical issues
related to use of two different compounds/composites will be briefly addressed.
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